Addendum No. 6

Subject: Franklin S. Edmonds Elementary School Major HVAC Renovation

Location: Franklin S. Edmonds

This Addendum, dated July 16, 2021, shall modify and become part of the Bid Documents. Any items not mentioned herein, or affected by, shall remain strictly in accordance with the original document, as modified by prior addenda, if any.

Questions and Answers

1. Question:
The scale of the mechanical drawings is indicated as 3/32. Should it be 1/32? This will drastically affect the linear footage of the pipe and insulation take off on this project.

RESPONSE:
The mechanical plans are shown correctly as 3/32" = 1'-0".

2. Question:
In addendum #3 any core drilling was included in the MECH scope. I did not see any quantification for saw cutting for new louvers, and for removal of existing chase walls. Door frames need to be cut out as well. Will any areas that require cutting or removal by the GC have paint remediated by MECH?

RESPONSE:
Unit ventilator outdoor air openings are existing. Piping in classrooms is exposed and not run in chases. No new saw cutting of building walls or slabs is indicated in the Contract Documents.

All environmental remediation is the responsibility of the mechanical contractor using the services of a licensed and qualified abatement contractor (AAC).

GC shall lay out the drilling locations in affected walls or slabs for drilling by the AAC.
Addendum No. 6 (cont’d)

Specifications
N/A

Drawings
N/A
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